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Abstract
In colonial rule many countless sacrificed were made by the brave sons and the daughters of India who
participated in the movement to free our motherland. After post-colonial many Indian writers rededicated to
eradicating poverty, illiteracy, inequality, corruption, social evil like casteism, communalism, gender
discrimination, woman empowerment, Rehabilitation, Landless labourers, Tribal farmers, superstitions etc.
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Industrialization
Government has created the positive
environment in and at international level, Relaxing
and bringing positive changes in the tax system. But
still taking baby steps in this direction. Sudden
change in industrial policy is not possible in our
country. Government has to take into confidence all
the stakeholders, common voters, opposition
parties, labor’s unions, financial institution.
Judiciary, media both print and electronic, all the
sections relating to the industrialization.
At present setting up industry is not easy.
One has to take several permissions, collections so
many documents. The process is time consuming,
while taking permission we have to pay bribes to
government employees, have to manage politicians,
central board government, local bodies, water
connection, road connection, electricity, fire
brigade, communication, anti-social elements,
political goons, harsh the owners and officials of
industry.
People blackmail the industrialists.
Actually industrialization means job creation. But
the gullible people do not understand this point.
Union leaders instigate the workers to
agitate for higher wages, participating in decision
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making. Country witnessed what happened in
Mumbai in cotton Mills and Jute Industry in West
Bengal. Several Industries old closed down due to
labor unrest. It becomes very difficult for the some
and medium scale industries to survive in unfriend
atmosphere. Planned and balanced industrialization
of the country is must. At present some parts of the
country are more industrialized, so the people of
minimized parts of the country migrate for the job.
It creates family and social stress. Slums are
mushrooming, equal distribution of civic amenities
become difficult, unhygienic conditions are created.
During rainy season what happens in Mumbai, we
witness.
Industrialists are very smart in taking undue
advantage of the system in India. Violence of rules
and norms, not paying bank loans, evading taxes, not
paying wages, labour insurance premiums, illogical
lockout corruption, cheating, these are some issues
that Government has to look into. Because of our
national ‘Sanskar’, unfriendly towards wellbeing of
the Nation, sometimes system also compel the
individual to comment crime to service in the cut
throat competition. Nation has to inculcate the
positive discipline, welfare, friendly sanskars, among
the people. It is the job of Government creating
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conclusive atmosphere is the job political leaders. It
makes nation strong, economical viable, encourage
the people, to become responsible citizens. Paying
taxes on time means are making available fund for
the future development. All round development,
Industrialization makes nation broad mended,
outlook is changed, export increase in manifold, selfsufficient is created, it has done sincerely.
Industrialization does not mean slum creation. We
have to give up bad habits.
Unorganized Labors
Industrial activities, agriculture work,
transportation, hotels and domestic are heavily
depended on laborers. There are two parts of
labor’s organized and unorganized. Organized
labors have unions. Unorganized labors have no
union means they are not united. While color labor
and blue color labor, people working in offices like
banks, educational institute, hospitals, specially
table work are white color. Marginally working on
agriculture, mines are blue color labors. Workers
those who have unions have greater power of
bargain they are well paid, they have job absurdity,
pation facility, travel allowances, health facilities,
particular working hoots entitle to earned leave,
paid leave, easy loan facility accommodations are
provided for certain departments, companies they
have enough resources to look after their family, in
short they enjoy dignity, human value in their life.
Because there is no worry of losing the job. They get
certain amount of payment permanent. They have
pay scale, pay commission, Government employees
are more fortunate than employees working in
private organization. People working with the
renewed and well- known private companies and
are permanent employees are more succeed than
the employees working on contract basis.
Those who are working on daily wages on
contract, brought by the third party are minus perks,
certain working hours, easy loan facilities attractive
salary, job absurdity, job satisfaction, those who are
working in unorganized sector have to suffer in life.
If the person is illiterate, the chaos of misery is high.
We have laws to protect the worker’s interest, but
laws are misused, abused, or not implemented
sincerely. In our country percentage of employment
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is very high so the large part of the population is
working in unorganized sector. The solution to this
challenge is development at agriculture because
percentage of employment is very high in agriculture
sector so the all-round development of agriculture is
necessary. Agriculture has the capacity to provide
enough work to the people. Second thing the
development of Industries and service sector,
development in this sector create job and other
earning opportunities. Improving the quality of
primary education, applying small family norms
increasing the numbers of schools. Importing
technical skills. Awareness social security schemes
for poor people. Domestic works are mostly neglects
section of the society because country has poor
mentality customs and traditions are also playing
their part in injustices meting out to the weaker
section of society specially economically socially,
and educationally. conditional the people who have
to work, with small hotels, eateries roadside dabas,
rag pickers is very pitiable. Manual physical work is
reserved for the people belonging to the SC, ST and
OBC’s. We do not have to blame the upper casts,
rich people, people those have resources, for the
misery of poor people. But when we think about a
developed country - civilized, country, educated,
demo crating, injustice free, a powerful, country of
opportunity country with a human values, when we
have to think about welfare of all section of society
and to make the country strong, make SC, ST, OBC’s
strong, educationally, economically, socially, then
we can create a strong nation, a nation with illiteracy
of open defecation, social ills, beggars, rag pickers,
manual scavengers, slums, illness, dark, droughts.
Balanced development of all sections is need at the
hour.
Rehabilitation
Country has reach mineral resources, these
resources are mainly in forest areas which are
dominated by treble population habituating.
Trebles are economically poor they have no
knowledge of richness of their areas. They are living
there for a long time. While exploiting the mineral
resources, trebles are displaced, they have to move
to other places sometime unfriendly areas. So their
routine life is disturbed, trebles are mostly depend
on forests for their livelihood. They are not in
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position to build their shelters, whenever the new
developmental project is lawful. Gov. or private it
needs a large portion of land. While acquiring land
trebles or the people who are living in the area for
generations are threatened, they have to vacate the
area and have to move to the land allotted by the
Government, shifting from one place to another
place is very tiresome and troublesome. People
have to change the neighbors, their routine habits
and livelihood, projects as mines or steel plants or
projects based on minerals or forests need, water,
land, electricity, new township roads and many
more thing, to fulfill all these requirements people
living the area are stressed. Some community or
political leaders take undue advantage of the
situation and instigate the people to agitate against
the project. They blame the governments, state or
central a claimed that this project is least beneficial
to you. As far as employment is concerns the people
of the area are not benefited as they are not
educating, qualified. The only employment they get
as unskilled workers, watchmen or drivers.
Resentment among the people grow and
they start to hate the government. Sometimes
antinational and antisocial elements exploited the
condition and these goes against the instruction
development, national development. Peace is
disturbed, education of children of the area is
affected. So before starting a new project
government or concerned agencies should first build
houses, schools, community center , drinking waters
facilities, hospitals, and other required amenities,
then ask the villagers to vacate their houses. People
should be convenes the government is for there all
round development. Private companies should
force to help the people of the area
We
cannot imagine a country without people. People or
population is the essential part of a nation.
Population fulfills the criteria of a nation. country
like India is the most populous. Villages, hamlets,
towns, cities, people living in isolated places, in
deserts, in forests make the nation strong, safeguard
the borders, provides manpower, employees,
students, community leaders, social reforms,
national leaders, political leaders are types of
required people. So the wellbeing of countrymen is
the duty of the ruling class of nation, Governments
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are formed with the help of people. Sometimes by
democratic ways or other ways of politics. All round
development, welfare is the motto of present
democratic countries. In democratic countries
common man’s views are important while framing
locate, regional, and national policies, agriculture,
industrial, housing, irrigation, nuclear, defense,
prices educational, child our women policies are
framed by the lawmakers. People’s opinion is a vital
part of democracy.
Downtrodden,
disadvantaged,
economically weaker section, religious, group
should not feel neglected. Their participation in the
democratic process is necessary for the healthy allround growth in all sections. Marginal farmers and
tribal are the most insecure section of the society
the always feel threatened as they mostly depend on
nature for their livelihood. Their interest is the
interest of society and nation. If they feel insecure it
means nation feel insecure. There resentment is not
good omen, because antisocial elements are ready
to harm the interest of the nation. Bringing the
tribal and weaker sections of society in the
mainstream of development leads to strong binding
of the nation, leads to a strong democracy, creation
example.
People living in rural areas or small towns
have little income sources. No land, no business, no
round the you work, no alternative sources of
income, large families, unemployment, ill health,
literacy and many more things force them to migrate
to the big cities. Slums provide them shelter and
commercial aquavits, industries, rich people,
construction sides provide them work. Cities
produce dirt, garbage, waste of all types. Industrial
domestic, market places, vegetable markets, these
are the place was dirt is produced in large quantity.
People those who have not stable employment turn
towards these dumping grounds for the little money,
feeding these families. Dropout children, children
ran out from home, without parents, children
belonging to weaker sections of society, fallen in bad
habits, drunkards are attracted towards the waste to
make money. Slums are the social problem in India.
We cannot say that we are developed without the
development of slums. It does not mean bringing
only housing facilities to them. Social, economics,
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educational, political, awareness, important of small
families, keeping away from bad habits, welfare of
children, higher, providing employment these are
the burning issues of the slums. Rag pickers keep
places and clean, it does not mean we have to
encourage more rag pickers, scientific waste
management, segregation of waste without proper
care is injurious to rag pickers as they do not use any
protective gloves while sorting out the waste..
Protection of rag pickers are the most significant
step because they are protecting the gear cleaning
the environment.
Social Security Scheme
Due to the dearth of social security
schemes in our country, poor people’s life become
very miserable.
He faces economic, social,
educational, political, social, educational, political
and health problems. Lifesaving drugs are very
costly. There are no Government, hospitals in good
running condition. In our country we have large
number of patients suffering from various diseases
and this is good opportunity to train the doctors, but
due lack of health infrastructure like hospitals and
medical schools, we are not exploiting the situation.
Relatives of poor patients have to sell their live-stock
or ornaments to provide medicines to the patient.
When farmers suffer from natural or man-made
calamities, situation becomes very critical. It goes
out of control. If there are some social security
schemes, getting advantage of it becomes very
difficult because of red traipse, corruption and
illiteracy and various other problems. That time
person thinks about committing suicide. Paying
urgent attention towards social security schemes is
in the national interest.

mellas, take out a dindies, upto the Pandharpur,
Shirdi on foot. We have local God and Goddesses to
protect our village on the boundry of the village
(habitating area). Snake Gods, Varaha Gods,
Bullock, trees, even frogs are worshiped to holy
cows, buffaloes, camels, elephants and stone, rocks,
are also Gods. Worshiping all there God and
Goddesses consume so much time and wealth and
what use get in return nothing only mental
satisfaction and free hours of amusement, once
there were no means of entertainment so it was
okay, but none it is the time of get rid of worship
because Gods are not helping us. So we have to
think you practically, welfare of farmers is not the
job of Gods or Goddess. It is the job of human being.
Hence, I am not cursing the farmer community, but
it is as reality. Due to worship we do not get a clear
direction worshipping Goddess, believing in
falsehood, development of the agriculture is not the
work of Gods and Goddesses.
It is the job the Agriculture universes.
Meteorological science, Government policies,
dedication of the farmers, new thinking,
observations studding the agriculture sector of
developed countries.
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Superstitions
We are heavily dependent of Gods and
Goddesses. We have cores of Gods and Goddesses.
Gods and Goddesses are specialist every field there
special God and Goddesses. We have rain God,
health God, education God and Goddesses,
protection God. We have a God to find out the
hidden treasure. Future of Women when there is no
rain, use pray to God, when there is heavy rain again,
we pray to God. When the minimum rain again we
take the help of God. Then we have several fares,
451
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